Abstract: By requiring unambiguous symmetric quantization leading to the Dirac equation in a curved space, we obtain a special representation of the spin connections in terms of the Dirac gamma matrices and their space-time derivatives. We also require that squaring the equation give the Klein-Gordon equation in a curved space in its canonical from (without spinor components coupling and with no first order derivatives). These requirements result in matrix operator algebra for the Dirac gamma matrices that involves a universal curvature constant. We obtain exact solutions of the Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations in 1+1 space-time for a given static metric.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the connection between quantum theory (mechanics and fields) and gravity continues to be one of the main tasks in contemporary physics that proved to be highly nontrivial and very demanding. Formulation of quantum gravity is still far from being successful or even satisfactory. A consistent unification of quantum theory and gravity must first address the state of a single elementary particle in a gravitational background. Consequently, sustained efforts have been applied to find a systematic and appropriate formulation of the relativistic equation of motion for the lowest spin particles (spin-0 and spin- 1 2 ) in a curved space-time. That is, the extension of the Klein- Gordon and Dirac equations from flat space to a curved space. One of the interesting problems in this connection is the extent to which spin has an effect on the quantum gravitational phenomena. For example, it has been shown in [1] that the spectrum of spin-0 and spin- 1 2 particles in a constant gravitational field differ by an amount of mg c  , where m is the rest mass of the particle and g is the acceleration of gravity. Although weak, this is a significant difference that shows the influence of spin in gravitational interaction. Moreover, unambiguous observation of the influence of gravity on the behavior of fermions is one of the major motivations to study the Dirac equation in curved space. An example is the quantum effects on neutrons in a classical gravitational field [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In recent years, investigation of Dirac particles in virtual gravitational fields have been at the center of interest in condensed matter physics in the context of studies of the amazing properties of graphene [7] [8] [9] [10] . It was shown that it is possible to simulate some of these properties by coupling the Dirac fermions to an 2 "artificial" gravitational field; specifically, to consider the physics of massless Dirac particles in a 2+1 curved space-time. These results exhibit rare and direct connection between gravity and quantum mechanics and constitute another strong motivation to the study of the Dirac equation in curved space.
The greatest difficulties in these studies arise from the covariant generalization of the Dirac equation [11, 12] and its uniqueness. Due to the complexity of the Dirac equation (a system of coupled partial differential equations), the number of exact solutions even in the special theory of relativity remained very limited. There are two types of difficulties that occur in the solution of the Dirac equation in special relativity. The first is due to the physical nature of the problem; in particular, the geometry of the external field. The second is purely mathematical and is related to the choice of coordinates. On the other hand, a complete theory of separation of variables for the Dirac equation in a curved space-time has yet to be developed. Nonetheless, it is common knowledge that separation of variables in the Dirac equation is easier for the massless case and in the context of the Kerr geometry [13] [14] [15] . The connection between separation of variables and matrix first-order differential operators commuting with the Dirac Hamiltonian has traditionally been the prime focus in such developments. However, in [16] the separation problem was solved provided that the squared Dirac equation (or the Klein-Gordon equation) is reduced to two independent differential equations of second order (i.e., it admits diagonalization).
The equation of relativistic quantum mechanics was formulated in the early part of last century by Paul Dirac [17] . It describes the state of electrons in a way consistent with quantum mechanics and special relativity. The physics and mathematics of the Dirac equation is very rich, illuminating and provides a theoretical framework for different physical phenomena that are not present in the nonrelativistic regime such as the Klein paradox, super-criticality [17] [18] [19] and the anomalous quantum Hall effect in graphene [20, 21] . The free Dirac equation in its classical representation is the square root of Einstein's relativistic statement
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OPERATOR ALGEBRA FOR THE DIRAC GAMMA MATRICES: DIRAC & KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS
The covariant generalization of the free Dirac equation
where we have adopted the conventional relativistic units 1 c    . Now, we propose the following one-parameter Dirac equation in a curved space
where  is a dimensionless parameter and for , m
where
However, the conventional Klein-Gordon equation in a curved space is normally written as
where g is the determinant of the metric tensor, 
On the other hand, if we require that the Klein-Gordon equation be in its canonical form where not only spin components coupling is absent but also no first order derivatives, then we obtain the following alternative algebra
where R could be taken as the scalar curvature constant of space and time ‡ and  is a diagonal space-time dependent matrix. Because of this alternative algebra, Eq. (5) becomes 2 2 g R m
This is the Klein-Gordon equation in a curved space in its simple canonical form (no first order derivatives and no spinor components coupling). Therefore, here we will ‡ Alternatively, it could also be taken as the cosmological constant.
5
implement the algebra given by Eq. (8) and adopt the resulting Klein-Gordon equation (9) . Now, the algebra (8) has correspondence with ordinary nonrelativistic quantum mechanics where, for example,  are related as [32] [ , ] 0
Compatibility of this relation with the matrix algebra (8) In the following section, we give an example of our formulation in 1+1 space-time with a static metric.
AN EXAMPLE: 1+1 SPACE-TIME WITH STATIC METRIC
For 1 n  , let us consider the quantum mechanical behavior of a free spinor particle influenced only by the gravitational field in 1+1 space-time with a static metric. In this case the Dirac gamma matrices are 22 time-independent matrices and 
   
where we wrote
and p and q are two independent functions of x. Indices are placed lower on the gamma matrices only for improved presentation. Equation (11) shows that the most general form that the gamma matrices can take is 
where ,  and  are constants. Therefore, the associated space-time metric tensor has the following components 
This suggests that the parameter  could be taken proportional to 0 R  raised to some power, where 0  is a reference cosmological constant.
We consider here a special case of (17) 
7
where y Rx  . In terms of the new variable y
